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FORMATION OF PROSPECTING CRITERIA FOR COPPER-PORPHYRY 
DEPOSITS BASED ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF REFERENCE MODELS

Purpose. To study the modern methodology for forming a list of mineragenic factors and prospecting signs of ore fields and 
deposits of copperporphyry type based on reference objects and model constructions on the example of deposits of Jungar
Balkhash folded region.

Methodology. The methodology for identifying the desired factors and criteria is based on the collection and analysis of pub
lished and historical data, formation of digital databases using raster and vector geological maps. It also includes the use of mod
ern, advanced specialized technologies and software packages for geophysical surveys and remote sensing data. According to the 
adopted technology, the results of aerospace methods are used, which include aerial photography, space radar imaging, infrared 
and spectrozonal surveys and others. The research involves interpretation of WorldView3 satellite images.

Findings. A list of metallogenic characteristics describing potential copperporphyry mineralization within the study area has 
been compiled. Using the Spectral Evolution PSM3500 infrared spectrometer, characteristic areas of secondary changes in cop
perporphyry systems have been identified. ASTER spectral satellite radiometer data have identified mineral spectra, iron hydrox
ides, propylitic associations, areas of quartzite formation and silicification. By interpreting WorldView3 satellite images, digital 
files have been obtained identifying iron ore minerals (hematite, goethite), secondary quartzites (advanced argillizites), varieties of 
sericite and other clay minerals, silicon, carbonates and propylites (chlorite, epidote). Based on interpretation, “parquet” fractur
ing in granite bodies and in the area of volcanogenic and sedimentary strata development has been identified, as well as structural 
lines indicating the strike of rock layers.

Originality. Using the example of an exploration area based on the analysis of a priori and uptodate data, the nature of a set 
of relevant criteria and signs for predicting and prospecting has been determined, aimed at increasing the reliability and accuracy 
of formation of geologicalgeophysical models.

Practical value. The collected and systematized geophysical data can serve as a basis for developing plans for further geological 
exploration, identifying promising areas, determining the required volumes and methods of geophysical surveys. They can also 
contribute to the increase in estimate of reserves and production at mining sites. The prepared models are intended for preliminary 
assessment of known and newly discovered ore deposits of various types, as well as for determining the directions of geological 
exploration in the areas of prospecting the Northern Pribalkhash.
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Introduction. The economy of Kazakhstan is still very much 
dependent on the state of the country’s mineral resource base. As 
a result of negative tendencies, which do not decrease from year 
to year, but tend to increase, the mineral resource base of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan is in a state of decreasing proven re
serves, and the rate of discovery of new deposits for their replen
ishment is extremely low [1]. Since Kazakhstan’s resource po
tential far exceeds proven reserves, geological exploration com
panies are faced with the task of converting predicted reserves 
into balance reserves, and this requires prospecting new com
petitive deposits. At the same time, it is noteworthy that Kazakh
stan is a unique geological province of the world with a complex 
geologicaltectonic structure and associated mineral resources 
[2]. Oil and gas, ore and nonmetallic deposits are truly treasures 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan territory [3]. Polymetals and gold, 
copper and zinc, nickel and barite are all concentrated in geo
logical structures of Eastern Kazakhstan [4]. One of the most 
promising areas for prospecting and exploration of mineral re
sources is the JungarBalkhash folded region. This region has a 
high potential for prospecting new deposits and further increase 
in Kazakhstan’s share in the global resource market.

Almost all active proven copper reserves are localized in 
the fields of Eastern Kazakhstan, which are currently actively 

exploited. About half of the active lead and zinc reserves are 
contained in the eastern fields of the Republic that are mined 
or are about to be mined. Karaganda region is searching for 
new worldclass copper deposits. Geologists expect to discover 
large copperporphyry deposits here. Distinctive signs of such 
deposits are large volumes of ore. The prospect of the Jungar
Balkhash folded region for prospecting and exploration of 
solid minerals is confirmed by the fact that three major geo
logical exploration projects are currently being implemented 
in the region jointly with foreign investors.

The JungarBalkhash folded region has a unique geological 
potential, which represents significant prospects for prospect
ing and exploration of various minerals. This region is charac
terized by a variety of rocks and structures that contribute to 
the formation of various fields, including deposits of copper, 
zinc, nickel ores, as well as gold and other metals. However, 
despite the potential of the area, its research and exploration 
require significant investment and scientific efforts [5]. This is 
due to the fact that the JungarBalkhash region has complex 
and multifaceted geological structure, which complicates the 
process of exploration and assessment of mineral reserves.

Practically all deposits of the Northern Pribalkhash region 
have been studied for quite a long time, but the issues of min
eralization in the subsurface are still debatable and require fur
ther research. This is due to the complex geological structure 
of the region, as well as everchanging technologies and re
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search methods [6]. Despite significant advances in the geo
logical survey of this region, new data and modern analysis 
methods may lead to a revision of existing ideas about the oc
currence of minerals in the subsurface of this area. Such re
search and observations are necessary to fully understand the 
geological nature and potential of the deposits in the Northern 
Pribalkhash region [7].

Today it is clear that the ore mining prospects are in one 
way or another linked to the development of hardtorecover 
reserves [8]. The geological exploration experience shows that 
steadily growing mining and expanded reproduction of re
serves can be maintained only by active implementation of in
novations not only in the field of studying the physical proper
ties of rocks, but also in the field geophysical techniques, soft
ware technologies for processing, interpretation and modeling 
of promising objects [9, 10]. The reason for this is the active 
development of digital technologies and the associated in
crease in the accuracy of processing and interpretation soft
ware packages [11]. Another aspect for improving the efficien
cy of prospecting research is the formation of the most relevant 
and reliable database of mineragenic factors and prospecting 
criteria for detecting ore fields and copperporphyry deposits 
based on reference objects and model constructions [12]. The 
scientific predicting and search for hidden, deepseated depos
its require continuous development of research methodology 
and the use of new technologies. Then an increase in the capa
bilities of modern predictiveprospecting methods is to be ex
pected [13, 14].

Predicting and prospecting of mineral deposits at the pres
ent stage are aimed at building a digital interactive model of 
the study area, which is intended for mineragenic analysis of 
the area and selection of sites for further mining, specification 
of their types and volumes of research [15]. Updating and re
fining of this model, as new data becomes available, forms the 
basis for effective management of further geological explora
tion process [16]. The identified patterns in the genesis and 
location of mineral deposits allows for more targeted prospect
ing work.

When performing a geological prediction, not only previ
ously determined, but also modern evolutionary patterns of 
the geological structure the earth’s crust and mantle are used, 
which can be developed on the basis of indepth analysis and 
generalization of historical geologicalgeophysical informa
tion, from which the most informative data is selected to create 
a digital basis for the area [17, 18]. All field formation patterns, 
including geological, geochemical, geophysical, metallogenic 
and tectonic drilling results, are used in the digital basis prepa
ration [19, 20]. A special role is given to regional area interpre
tation and smallscale identification of spectral anomalies 
based on the space survey results.

The purpose of this research is to show the modern meth
odology in compiling the list of mineragenic factors and pros
pecting signs of ore fields and copperporphyry deposits based 
on reference objects and model constructions on the example 
of deposits in the JungarBalkhash folded region. The purpose 
set is achieved by solving the following tasks:

1. Collection, analysis, and synthesis of stock and pub
lished materials to study the structure of the copperporphyry 
system to form metallogenic characteristics describing poten
tial copperporphyry mineralization in the study area.

2. Study predictivemineragenic surveys to identify min
eragenic criteria for prospecting copperporphyry deposits.

Research methods. In today’s world, digital models of nat
ural objects are extremely important for various fields, ranging 
from scientific research and geological surveys to planning ur
ban development projects and ecosystem analysis. However, it 
is necessary to conduct thorough research using modern tech
nologies before these models can be developed. One impor
tant step is the application of aerospace methods, such as aer
ial photography, space radar imaging, infrared scanning, and 
other techniques.

In accordance with the adopted technology, the first stage 
of the digital model development uses the results of aerospace 
methods, which may include aerial photography, space radar 
imaging, as well as infrared and spectrozonal surveys, etc. The 
data obtained are used for geological and mineralogical map
ping [21].

The research the authors would like to focus on involves 
the interpretation of WorldView3 satellite images obtained in 
2017 for one of the prospecting areas in the Northern Prib
alkhash region. The analysis of satellite data, combined with 
geophysical and geological surveys, allows for a more accurate 
determination of the earth’s crust structure and the distribu
tion of ore deposits.

Based on the results of the processed data, vegetation cov
er, lithological varieties, and hydrothermal alteration based on 
the presence of clay minerals have been identified. The re
search has yielded digital files in the data arsenal identifying 
iron ore minerals (hematite, goethite), secondary quartzites 
(advanced argillizites), varieties of sericite and other clay min
erals, silicon, carbonates and propylites (chlorite, epidote). 
Spectral index selection algorithms are presented in Table 1.

Minerals such as pyrophyllite, alunite, dickite, epidot, il
lite, chlorite, muscovite, paragonite, kaolinite are identified in 
places where the current and relative wave damping can be 
compared with certain ranges based on the existing spectral 
library (USGS Library Spectra, JPL library) (Fig. 1).

ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and 
Reflection Radiometer) spectral satellite radiometer data have 
been successfully used in the global geological exploration 
practice since the mid90s of the last century [22].

ASTER interpretation data is an important component of 
the operational database and provides a wealth of information 
both in the preparation of field work for the selection of audit 
sites and field routes. Their result is information on the pecu
liarities of mineral composition and zonation of hydrother
malmetasomatic alteration fields, which will allow them to be 
related to certain parts of the copperporphyry system and sig
nificantly reduce the area of field observations. The greatest 
practical interest for the interpretation of mineral associations 
of hydrothermallyaltered rocks is represented by spectral 
channels of the shortwave infrared range (channel 4 – 1.60–
1.70 μm; channel 5 – 2.145–2.185 μm; channel 6 – 2.185–
2.225 μm; channel 7 – 2.235–2.285 μm; channel 8 – 2.295–
2.365 μm), in which minerals such as alunite, pyrophyllite, 
mica, clay minerals, etc. have distinct absorption spectra. In 
our example, ASTER scene interpretation data has been ob
tained from a group of promising projects. The dataset is rep
resented by a package of raster scenes of the visible and infra
red ranges (composite images of a spectra combination) and a 
scheme for 25 spectra interpretations, which are a pixel image 
with a pixel size of 30 m, corresponding to the resolution of the 
infrared ranges. Spectra of minerals such as alunite, pyrophyl
lite, kaolinite, mica (sericite, muscovite, illite), iron hydrox

Table 1
Spectral index selection algorithms

Index Algorithm 

Iron oxides B5/B2

Ferruginous minerals B10/B7

Iron content index (B3*B4)/(B2*1 000)

Clay minerals B10/B14

Ferruginous mineral content index (B3/B5)+(B13/B5)

Advanced argillizites [(B12+B14)/B13]

Argillizites [(B13+B15)/B14]

Carbonates and propylites [(B14+B15)/B16]

Silicon [(B14+B16)/B15]
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ide, propylitic associations, areas of quartzite formation and 
silicification have been identified in the study area. The ob
tained spectral anomalies coincide both with already known 
masses of secondary quartzites, greisen, and also confirm 
some areas of weak changes (silicification of sedimentary 
rocks, external propylites of secondary quartzites, rocks con
taining increased oxidized iron concentrations) (Fig. 2).

The 1:100,000 scale photogeological frameworks, based on 
the interpretation of satellite images from OLI (optical range) 
and TIRS (thermal range) nextgeneration sensors set on 
Landsat 8 spacecraft, represents a significant step forward in 
geological data processing and analysis. A distinctive charac
teristic of these data is their greater pixel depth (12 bit/pix), 
which provides higher radiometric resolution than the previous 
versions. This characteristic allows for more accurate repro
duction of different shades of grey on black and white images, 
and to create more accurate composite images taking into ac
count the color diversity. One significant advantage of the new 
OLI/TIRS sensors compared to the previous models such as 
the ETM+ is the availability of additional spectral channels. 
This provides more complete information on the earth’s sur
face composition and its natural resources, which in turn im
proves the ability to detect and analyze various geological ob
jects and phenomena. Thus, data from OLI and TIRS sensors 
set on Landsat 8 provide more extensive information about the 
earth’s surface, contributing to more efficient and accurate 
analysis of geological processes and phenomena.

In the studies under consideration, interpretation is con
ducted to identify the structural configuration elements of the 
area and to determine the material composition of rocks, which 
will further help in the interpretation of the history of formation 
of volcanogenictectonic structures. When interpreting the 
structural configuration elements, in addition to lineaments 
and ring structures, granite intrusions, dikes and dike belts can 

be identified. Within the boundaries of granite bodies, charac
teristic “parquet” fracturing has been interpreted, and within 
the area of volcanogenic and sedimentary strata development – 
structural lines indicating the strike of rock unit layers.

When interpreting the material composition, all 1:100,000 
scale layers are viewed sequentially to determine the interpreta
tion signs of rock complexes and to identify both common and 
distinctive features. Some important geological structure ele
ments are observed only for 1–2 layers or are unclearly notice
able. However, if they provide important geological informa
tion, these structures are also plotted on a composite interpre
tation scheme after analyzing the geological data set (Fig. 3).

To successfully study and interpret a large amount of geo
logical information, to determine the geological nature of 
anomalies generated by a particular object, it is necessary to 
examine this object on geophysical maps [23]. The main 
method that has proven itself in studying the deep structure of 
an area is gravity prospecting [24]. Therefore, to solve the 
problem of updating the digital model based on the collected 
reports and results of assessing the quality of the newly ob
tained historical data, geophysical information has been se
lected in the form of a set of gravimetric maps of 1:10,000–
1:50,000 scales. These maps are of good quality and are suit
able for providing prospecting work with a highquality geo
physical basis. Surveys performed with relatively low observa
tion accuracy over a loose network of points are excluded from 
digitization and consideration.

Predictivemineragenic survey methods include hydro
geochemical, biogeochemical, atmochemical, isotopegeo
chemical methods in conjunction with geochemical mapping 
and lithochemical surveying [25, 26]. For the studies under 
consideration, the main type of field geological work is geo
logical prospecting routes and lithochemical sampling.

Geological routes are focused on identifying copperpor
phyry mineralization centers within previously revealed highly 
promising areas and this task is solved by:

Fig. 1. Results of WorldView-3 satellite image interpretation

Fig. 2. Results of ASTER spectral satellite radiometer data in-
terpretation
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 studying the zonation of hydrothermalmetasomatic al
terations;

 identification, typification and delineation of veinlet 
(stockworktype) mineralization;

 identifying and delineating (if present) porphyry intru
sions as potential centers controlling porphyry mineralization;

 studying the forms, types, and intensity of ore mineral
ization occurrences, including oxidized mineralization.

Lithochemical work includes collectionchip sampling, 
lithochemical sampling of bedrock and soil, as well as RIM
sampling.

Collectionchip sampling is conducted in parallel with the 
passage of geological routes. Outcrops with veindisseminated 
sulphide or oxidized mineralization, veins, vein zones are 
sampled [27, 28]. After sampling, the samples are subsequent
ly tested with Niton portable field XRFanalyzers from Ther
mo Fisher Scientific Inc. (USA) to study the content of ore 
components: copper, lead, zinc, arsenic, etc. Spectral Evolu
tion PSM3500 infrared spectrometer manufactured by Spec
tral Evolution Inc. (USA) is used to study the mineralogical 
composition.

In order to study the fine geochemistry of the resistant 
minerals of the porphyry systems, RIM testing program is ini
tiated using a methodology developed by Rio Tinto’s technol
ogy subdivision in Australia. The testing results are consid
ered as the main data for geological and economic deposit as
sessment when calculating ore reserves. For this purpose, al
most 300 propylite samples and 6 agespecific samples from 
intrusions, altered and mineralized rocks of copperporphyry 
occurrences are taken in the study area.

Results and discussion. The distribution of metal contents 
of Cu, Mo, Pb, Zn, As, Mn, Fe, etc. reflects the main geo
chemical copperporphyry system zonation. By using this in
novative technology, clear geochemical anomalies of these 
metals can be identified as early as the sampling stage.

Measurements in rock samples allow in field conditions to 
determine the ore metal content of Cu, Pb, Zn, As in highly 
oxidized mineralized rocks, constituting 98 % of the selected 
bedrock samples.

The Spectral Evolution PSM3500 infrared spectrometer 
can be used in the field conditions to identify and delineate 
secondary alteration characteristic areas inherent in the cop

perporphyry system to study the mineralogical composition 
of rocks and soils.

The ASTER spectral satellite radiometer has identified 
within the study area the spectra of minerals such as alunite, 
pyrophyllite, kaolinite, mica (sericite, muscovite, illite), iron 
hydroxide, propylite associations, areas of quartzite formation 
and silicification. The obtained spectral anomalies coincide 
with already known masses of secondary quartzites, greisen, 
but also confirm some areas of weak changes (silicification of 
sedimentary rocks, external propylites of secondary quartzites, 
rocks containing increased concentrations of oxidized iron).

Using the interpretation of WorldView3 satellite images 
obtained in 2017, in one of the Northern Pribalkhash pros
pecting areas, the following can be identified: vegetation cover, 
lithological varieties, as well as hydrothermal alteration based 
on the clay minerals present. The research has yielded digital 
files identifying iron ore minerals (hematite, goethite), sec
ondary quartzites (advanced argillizites), sericite varieties and 
other clay minerals, silicon, carbonates and propylites (chlo
rite, epidote) in the data arsenal.

Based on interpretation, the characteristic “parquet” frac
turing in granite bodies and in the area of volcanogenic and 
sedimentary strata development has been identified, as well as 
structural lines indicating the strike of rock unit layers.

Thus, based on the analysis of cartographic data, reports, 
as well as with due regard for the refined structure of the cop
perporphyry system elements in the study area, a list of metal
logenic characteristics describing potential copperporphyry 
mineralization in the study area has been compiled. The list 
includes 21 criteria related to the following classes of copper
porphyry mineralization control:

 lithologicalmagmaticvolcanogenic formations, calci
alkalic intrusions, bunches of porphyry intrusions, etc.;

 tectonicbuffer fault zones of different strike and their 
intersection nodes;

 ore mineralization – occurrences of copperporphyry, 
skarn goldepithermal type, as well as polymetallic occurrenc
es forming zonal clusters with copper mineralization;

 geochemical halos, flows, samples with increased con
centrations of copper, molybdenum, gold, arsenic, polymetals;

 placer samples of gold, as well as copper, molybdenum, 
lead and zinc minerals;

Fig. 3. Results of structural and material interpretation
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 halos of hydrothermalmetasomatic alterations, second
ary quartzites, their composition, zonation;

 ASTER spectral anomalies, their composition, zonation;
 positive and negative gravimagnetic field anomalies.
Based on the results of visual expert assessment of the above 

criteria distribution nature, areas ranging from 1 to 60.5 sq. km 
have been identified. Further ranking of prospecting areas is 
based on a simple summation of criteria, the number of which 
varies from 6 to 21. The sum of criteria for classifying an area as 
promising is determined to be 15 points, since this number of 
criteria corresponds to the only A deposit explored within the 
area, assumed in this case as a reference object.

In modern geological practice, assessing the prospects of 
fields is an important stage in making decisions on further invest
ments in exploration and mining of mineral resources. The pro
posed assessment method provides a visual expert assessment of 
the criteria distribution nature in areas, which makes it possible 
to identify promising zones for subsequent detailed study.

The approach proposed in this paper makes it possible to 
efficiently allocate the most promising areas for further de
tailed exploration. In the future, additional geological studies 
and more accurate analysis methods can be used to clarify the 
prospects of these areas and make informed decisions on fur
ther exploration and mining of the deposits. Thus, visual ex
pert assessment will be an important tool in future geological 
survey and exploration, providing a basis for informed deci
sionmaking in the mining industry.

Based on the geological prediction, decisions are made on 
the feasibility of conducting further more detailed geological
surveying, prospecting, assessment, and exploration work in 
identified promising areas, taking into account the geological
economic assessment of expected mineral resources. Here, the 
method of visual expert assessment of the criteria distribution 
nature in areas to determine their prospects has a number of 
practical applications, especially in geological exploration and 
prospecting for mineral deposits.

One of the key advantages of this method is its relative ease 
of learning and use. It does not require sophisticated equipment 
or specialized skills and can be applied by geologists with differ
ent levels of experience. Visual expert assessment allows for 
rapid assessment of multiple areas and identification of the most 
promising zones for more detailed study, which is especially im
portant at the initial stage of exploration, when decisions on fur
ther steps need to be made quickly. In addition, this method 
takes into account various criteria, including geological, geo
physical, geochemical and other ones. This provides a compre
hensive picture of the prospects of the areas. Subsequently, an 
assessment of the prospects of the areas, based on a visual expert 
assessment, can serve as a basis for making informed decisions 
on further investments in exploration and mining of the fields.

Conclusions. The relevance of this research lies in the need 
to increase copperporphyry reserves in zones whose mineral 
potential has long been proven. This can be based on a scientific 
and methodological framework, consisting of a set of relevant 
mineragenetic and prospecting signs that would facilitate solving 
the problem of identifying resources, on the one hand. On the 
other hand, the required criteria and prospecting signs should be 
consistent with the conditions and capabilities of information 
technology. The paper shows the technology for collecting in
formation for successful formation of criteria for the purpose of 
prospecting and exploration of copperporphyry deposits.

The information provided will assist in further prepara
tions for field work, requiring additional collection and exami
nation of available stock data on promising areas selected ac
cording to the criteria presented. During the presented tech
nology implementation, geologicalgeophysical and geo
chemical data packages can be generated in any modeling 
software and, as a result, a 3D geological model of the study 
area is updated, characterized by high reliability and accuracy. 
All of these activities will help to increase the success of further 
exploration studies.
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Формування пошукових критеріїв 
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Мета. Дати оцінку сучасної методики формування 
списку мінерагенічних факторів і пошукових ознак руд
них полів і родовищ міднопорфірового типу на основі 
еталонних об’єктів і моделей побудов на прикладі родо
вищ ЖунгароБалхаської складчастої області.

Методика. Методика виявлення шуканих факторів і 
критеріїв ґрунтується на зборі та аналізі опублікованих 
та історичних даних, формуванні цифрових баз даних з 
використанням растрових і векторних геологічних карт. 
Також включає використання сучасних, передових спе
ціалізованих технологій і програмних комплексів для 
геофізичних досліджень і даних дистанційного зонду
вання. У відповідності до прийнятої технології викорис
товуються результати аерокосмічних методів, що вклю
чають аерофотозйомку, космічну радіолокаційну, інф
рачервону, спектробагатозональну та ін. У досліджен
нях виконувалася інтерпретація супутникових знімків 
WorldView3.

Результати. Сформовано список металогенічних 
ознак, що описують потенційну міднопорфірову міне
ралізацію в межах району досліджень. Із застосуванням 
інфрачервоного спектрометра Spectral Evolution PSM
3500 виділені та оконтурені характерні області вторинних 
змін міднопорфірових систем. Дані спектрального су
путникового радіометра ASTER дозволили ідентифіку
вати спектри мінералів, гідроксиди заліза, пропілові асо
ціації, області окварцювання й силіфікації. За інтерпре
тацією супутникових знімків WorldView3 отримані циф
рові файли з виявленням залізорудних мінералів (гема
тит, гетит), вторинних кварцитів (просунуті аргілізити), 
різновиди серициту та інші глинисті мінерали, кремній, 
карбонати та пропіліти (хлор). На основі дешифрування 
в межах гранітних тіл виявлена «паркетна» тріщинува
тість, а в межах галузі розвитку вулканогенних та осадо
вих товщ – структурні лінії, що показують простягання 
шарів і пачок порід.

Наукова новизна. На прикладі однієї з пошукових ді
лянок на основі аналізу апріорних і сучасних відомостей 
визначено характер комплексу відповідних критеріїв та 
ознак для прогнозування й пошуку, спрямованого на 
підвищення достовірності та точності формування гео
логогеофізичних моделей.

Практична значимість. Зібрані й систематизовані 
геофізичні дані можуть послужити основою при роз
робці планів подальших геологорозвідувальних робіт, 
виявленні перспективних ділянок, визначенні необ
хідних обсягів і методів геофізичних досліджень, а та
кож сприяти збільшенню показників запасів та обсягів 
видобутку на гірничодобувних об’єктах. Підготовлені 
моделі призначені для попередньої оцінки відомих і 
щойно виявлених рудних покладів різних типів, а та
кож для визначення напрямів геологорозвідувальних 
робіт у рамках пошукових ділянок у Північному При
балхашші.

Ключові слова: Північне Прибалхашшя, родовища мід-
но-порфірові, Жунгаро-Балхаська складчаста область, ге-
офізичні критерії, пошукові ознаки
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